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Space-time forbidden zone.

The Yin Yang Sacred Master, who was fighting with the Mountain Elder and the Evil Lord, seemed

to have sensed something. He suddenly withdrew from the battlefield and looked in the direction of

the Yin Yang Sacred Ground with an ugly expression.

"You're leaving again?"

The Space-Time Sacred Lord frowned as he sensed the Yin-Yang Sacred Lord's intentions.

"Araki Takeshi is with me!"

Yin Yang Saint Lord said in a deep voice.

The Space-Time Sacred Lord said, "There are hundreds of Saints over there. Araki Takeshi has not

yet grown into the complete form of Chaos Qinglian, nor has he stepped into the Saint Realm.

Hundreds of Saints are enough to hold him back."

"It won't be too late for me to return after suppressing the Mountain Elder and the Demon Lord!"

The Yin-Yang Saint Master said coldly, "That Araki Takeshi has already killed the Tai Yin Saint and

the Tai Yang Saint. How many Saints will have to die to stall him?"

"As long as the Great Dao exists, the Saints will not die!"

When the Space-Time Sacred Lord saw that the Yin-Yang Sacred Lord was about to leave, he

hurriedly advised, "The Great Dao of Yin and the Great Dao of Yang are obviously not destroyed.

Araki Takeshi's strength is not enough to kill a Sage."

The Yin Yang Saint Lord sneered and thought to himself, Even if the Saints don't die, the Yin Yang

Sacred Land will be massacred by Araki Takeshi. Who knows how many Saints will be imprisoned

by him?

"After all, Araki Takeshi didn't kill a Saint in the Spacetime Sacred Land. You make it sound so

easy!"

Thinking of this, the Yin Yang Saint Master made up his mind and said, "Araki Takeshi is only one

step away from the Chaotic Sacred Body. He has the Zhuzhao and Nether Glow. If we don't kill him,

he will become a huge threat!"

"You stay here and stall for time. I'll go and kill Araki Takeshi to prevent future trouble!"

After saying that, Saint Master Yin Yang left.

"You!"

The Space-Time Sacred Lord's face darkened.

Now that the Yin Yang Saint Master had left, the pressure on him increased tremendously as he

faced the Mountain Elder and the Evil Lord.

After the Ancestral Flame Sacred Master left, he didn't show himself.

Perhaps because of their old relationship, he was unwilling to attack the mountain elder.

The Heavenly Punishment Holy Lord was also delayed for some reason. He didn't appear at all.

The Nirvana Sacred Lord had pursued Great Saint of Chaos. Of the five sacred lords, only the

Spacetime Sacred Lord was left to face off against the mountain elder and the demon lord.

If not for the Heaven Earth Mysterious Yellow Pagoda, he would have been defeated long ago!

…

Yin Yang Sacred Land.

After Su Zimo killed the Tai Yin and Tai Yang Saints, he trapped their Yuan Shen in the Avici

Swords. While the Saints were still in shock, he charged out with the Avici and Netherworld Swords

in his hands!

He had no intention of staying in the Yin Yang Sacred Land.

The main reason why he was able to kill the two Saints of Grand Yin and Grand Yang was because

of the Avici and Netherworld swords, as well as the Candle Illumination and Nether Ying's

suppression of the Great Dao of Yin and Great Dao of Yang.

If he were to face hundreds of Sages, he would not be able to withstand them at all!

After all, his Essence Soul had only stepped into the Saint Realm, and his cultivation was only at

the Greater Mastery of the Dao Manipulation Realm.

More importantly, Su Zimo guessed that the Yin-Yang Saint Master would definitely come back!

Not only because of him, but also because of the Zhuzhao and You Ying, who were once two

Chaos Holy Spirits!

Su Zimo charged out of the Yin Yang Sacred Land. Using his Saint Primordial Spirit, he tore open

the void and disappeared into the space tunnel.

When the Yin Yang Saint Lord rushed back, Su Zimo had already left.

The Yin Yang Saint Lord spread out his consciousness to search the Great Thousand Domains for

Su Zimo's traces.

However, after searching for a while, he still found nothing.

His consciousness could cover the entire Great Thousand Domains.

However, there were still some areas in the Great Thousand Domains that his consciousness could

not reach.

Like the sacred lands. Ever since the four dao masters returned, his consciousness could not enter

the 33 Heavens.

… …

The sky above the Void Sacred Land cracked open, and a green figure with two swords descended

from the sky with a murderous aura!

Su Zimo left the Yin Yang Sacred Land and entered the void to arrive at the Void Sacred Land.

After his Essence Soul entered the Saint Realm, it brought him another great reward.

He sensed the aura of the Black Lotus of Destruction!

It was in the west!

Saint Gu Yao had once said that the Black Lotus of Destruction was a secret of the sacred lands.

And the Void Sacred Land was in the west!

Su Zimo had killed the two Saints of Grand Yin and Grand Yang in the Yin Yang Sacred Land not

only to pave the way for Zhuzhao and You Ying, but also to transfer the Yin Yang Saint Lord away

and change the situation in the forbidden zone of time and space.

Right now, Great Saint of Chaos was still being pursued by the Nirvana Saint Lord.

Night Spirit was also in the hands of the Nirvana Saint Lord.

Su Zimo's current strength was not enough to fight a Great Saint, let alone a Heavenly Dao Saint

Lord with a Heavenly Dao Saint Weapon.

Therefore, the only way to resolve Great Saint of Chaos's crisis was to divert the Nirvana Saint

Lord's attention!

The opening of the forbidden zone of time and space had triggered a chain reaction for the various

sovereigns to ascend to the Great Saint Realm, causing a war between Great Saints.

However, no one could have imagined that a cultivator who hadn't even entered the Sage Realm

would somehow influence the outcome of the battle between Great Sages!

"Who is it?!"

Many Saints of the Void Sacred Land sensed Su Zimo's arrival and appeared one after another.

"It's him!"

"Araki Takeshi is here!"

"Araki Takeshi just killed two Saints in the Yin Yang Sacred Land. Be careful of the sword in his

hand!"

The cries of the various Saints rose and fell.

Su Zimo didn't say a word. He followed the Black Lotus of Destruction's aura and charged into the

sacred land's center before the Saints of the Void Sacred Land could gather.

"Hmm?"

The Nirvana Saint Lord, who was fighting Great Saint of Chaos, sensed something and paused. He

looked back and frowned deeply.

"The Black Lotus of Destruction!"

The Nirvana Saint Lord immediately guessed Su Zimo's intentions.

Great Saint of Chaos was covered in wounds and at the end of his rope. Given a little more time, he

would be able to completely suppress him.

If he used the Heavenly Dao Saint Weapon, he might even be able to kill Great Saint of Chaos!

However, the Nirvana Saint Lord felt a trace of unease.

He realized that if Araki Takeshi obtained the Black Lotus of Destruction, it would pose an even

greater threat to them.

Moreover, Araki Takeshi was in the Void Sacred Land right now!

"Chaos, I'll let you off for now. If you dare spout such nonsense again in the future, I'll kill you!"

The Nirvana Saint Lord threw down these words coldly and turned to leave.

To him, if Araki Takeshi obtained the Black Lotus of Destruction, he would pose an even greater

threat!

"Haha!"

Great Saint of Chaos laughed mockingly and pointed at the Nirvana Saint Lord. "Little tiger, you

can't beat me, so you're running away?"

In reality, Great Saint of Chaos had been beaten to a pulp, but he still refused to lose in words.

The Nirvana Saint Lord narrowed his eyes, killing intent surging.

However, after a moment of hesitation, he maintained his rationality and left with a snort. He didn't

waste any more time with Great Saint of Chaos.

Boom!

Just as his figure disappeared into the void, a long staff smashed the spatial tunnel into pieces!

Great Saint of Chaos moved again and blocked the Nirvana Saint Lord's path.

"You're courting death!"

The Nirvana Saint Lord's killing intent was almost tangible. The Saintkiller Spear in his hand buzzed

and trembled as he pointed it at Great Saint of Chaos.

Great Saint of Chaos felt his hair stand on end when the Saintkiller Spear pointed at him.

He could see the situation clearly and guess Su Zimo's intentions.

If he did his best to delay the Nirvana Saint Lord, Su Zimo would have a chance to obtain the Black

Lotus of Destruction and grow into a true Chaos Saint Body!

"I'm risking my life to help you. Don't disappoint me, kid!"

The Chaotic World Great Saint thought and charged at the Nirvana Holy Lord.

(End of Chapter)
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